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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce WhiFind, which is an
indoor white space identiﬁcation system. It leverages matrix
completion techniques to provide accurate indoor white space
availability information with only a small number of spectrum
sensors deployed.

channels. In practical measurements, we proﬁle the locations
one by one with the aid of a movable handcart. At each
location we scan all channels automatically by running a
Python script. Then we can obtain a 45×67 matrix, called
Received Signal Strength Matrix (RSS Matrix). We collected
20 RSS Matrices like this in total over two months.
We mine the low-rank structure feature in above measurement data by using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Any
m × n matrix X can be decomposed into three matrices:
min(m,n)

X = U ΣV T =
σi ui viT , where U is a m × m

I. I NTRODUCTION
Utilizing white spaces is a promising way to fulﬁll the
growing demand for available spectrum resources. One of the
fundamental issues in utilizing white spaces is to accurately
recognize occupied and vacant channels. While most existing
works focus on outdoor scenarios, only a limited number of
works deal with indoor white spaces. Among them, Ying et
al. [1] measured white spaces in a typical metropolis Hong
Kong, and revealed that more than 70% of the TV spectrum
bands are white spaces in indoor scenarios. They proposed
an indoor white space determination system, called WISER,
which increases the number of TV channels identiﬁed for
indoor white space networking by building a more accurate
white space database locally. However, it simply uses the
anchor sensors’ readings to represent those of other locations,
which is likely to lead to errors and loss of white spaces.
In this poster, we carry out intensive measurements and perform comprehensive analyses on indoor white space features.
We observe that indoor white spaces have several interesting
and important features, which are very useful to help us to
design a novel matrix completion approach to reduce the
sensing overhead and to improve the identiﬁcation accuracy.
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unitary matrix, V is a n × n unitary matrix, and Σ is a m × n
diagonal matrix containing the singular value σi of X, which
indicates the energy of i-th principal component according to
PCA. We analyze the distribution of singular values of RSS
Matrices, and ﬁnd that the energy is always contributed by
the top 5% singular values. It means that the RSS Matrix
can be approximated by a matrix of low rank. This low-rank
structure feature provides us the prerequisite for using matrix
completion.
We analyze the distribution of RSS on time domain to reveal
the temporal feature. We measure the temporal stability of
channel i at location j by computing the normalized difference
values between adjacent time slots. We observe that more than
80% values are very small, which indicates that the temporal
stability feature does exist for indoor white spaces.
There are another two important observations from the
measurement results. First, we observe that there are strong
correlations between multiple locations in their spectrum usage
patterns. We refer this observation as the spatial correlation
feature. Second, for multiple channels, there are strong correlations in their RSS across different locations. We refer
this observation as the spectral correlation feature. These two
features may be caused by the geographical approach of
locations and sharing the same TV tower. It suggests that we
can calculate a channel RSS at a location from its multiple
correlated channels at other locations.

II. U NDERSTANDING I NDOOR W HITE S PACE F EATURES
In this section, we motivate the design of WhiFind by
demonstrating several major features of indoor white spaces,
including low-rank structure, temporal stability, spatial and
spectral correlations.
We carry out measurements on the third ﬂoor of SEIEE
buildings in Shanghai Jiao Tong University. A total of 67
indoor locations are selected for the measurements. At each
location, we record the received signal strength of 45 TV
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A. System Overview
WhiFind is an indoor white space identiﬁcation system
based on matrix completion. It consists of one white space database and a limited number of indoor sensors. With
WhiFind, every node detects the channel utilizations and send
them to the database. The database employs a novel matrix
752
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completion method to calculate the channel RSS at locations
without sensor deployed. To realize this functionality, we ﬁrst
conduct spectrum proﬁling at all locations. Then we perform
k-medoids clustering on the locations, and choose the center of
each cluster to deploy our sensors. The database receive realtime readings periodically from the sensors and then perform
a matrix completion approach to calculate the unknown entries
in RSS Matrix.
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B. Matrix Completion Approach
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If we take time domain into consideration, the RSS Matrix
is actually a 3-dimension array (e.g., X(i, j, k) denotes the
received signal strength of channel i at location j at time slot
t). In order to apply the matrix completion, we convert it into
a 2-dimension matrix by collapsing the ﬁrst two dimensions
of X into one dimension like X(k, t) = X(i + (j − 1)n, t).
As mentioned previously, X can be approximated by a
low-rank matrix X̂. We propose to obtain X̂ by solving an
optimization program according to matrix completion theory.
This program ﬁnds matrix with minimum rank that ﬁts the
data:
minimize

rank(X̂)

subject to M. ∗ X̂ = X,

Fig. 1.

||L||2F + ||R||2F ,

subject to M. ∗ (LRT ) = X.

(1)

(2)

minimize ||M. ∗ (LRT ) − X||2F + λ(||L||2F + ||R||2F ), (3)

MC-Only

The average FA and FN rates for WhiFind, WISER and MC-Only.

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have carried out a measurement-driven
approach to exploring indoor white space identiﬁcation. We
have revealed that the indoor white spaces have several interesting and important features. Motivated by that, we then
proposed a system called WhiFind, which is able to utilize
the features to identify indoor white spaces. In particularly,
the evaluation results show that our system outperform the
best known existing solution WISER and can identify 26.6%
more indoor white spaces.

where the Lagrange multiplier λ is a tunable parameter.
To exploit the observations of indoor white space features,
we complete the matrix completion approach by developing
Eqn. (3) as follows:
+ ||S(LRT )||2F ) + ||(LRT )T T ||2F ,

WISER

IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we build a WhiFind prototype and conduct
real-world experiments to evaluate its performance. The prototype consists of one white space database and 20 indoor
sensors. We borrow the metrics FA and FN rates from [1]
to quantify the performance. We compare it with other alternative solutions, WISER and MC-Only. MC-Only recovers
RSS Matrix without taking indoor white space features into
consideration. The comparison results are depicted in Fig. 1.
With WhiFind, the average FA rate is 1.1% and the average
FN rate is 5.4%. The rates are 3.6% and 32% with WISER,
2.7% and 24% with MC-Only respectively. We can see that,
WISER and MC-Only have similar average FA rates, which
are both higher than that of WhiFind. However, the average
FN rate of WhiFind is much smaller than those of WISER
and MC-Only. Speciﬁcally, WhiFind can identify 26.6% more
white spaces correctly.

Instead of solving Eqn. (2) directly, we solve the following
equation using the Lagrange multiplier method:

minimize ||M. ∗ (LRT ) − X||2F + λ(||L||2F + ||R||2F )

WhiFind

S(i, i) = 1 and S(i, jk ) = −w(k) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The
rest entries of S matrix is given by zeros.
There are many different methods to solve this optimization
problem [2] [3]. In this paper, the alternating least squares
procedure is adopted.

where M is a binary matrix that indicates where a entry in
X is unknown, and .∗ is the element-wise production. As this
optimization is NP-hard, we present a SVD-like factorization:
X̂ = U ΣV T = LRT , where L = U Σ1/2 and R = V Σ1/2 .
Speciﬁcally, if RIP holds, minimization the nuclear norm can
result to rank minimization. Hereby, we just need to ﬁnd L
and R that minimize the summation of their Frobenius norms:
minimize

FN Rate
FA Rate
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(4)

where S is the spatial and spectral constraint matrix, and T is
the temporal constraint matrix respectively. A simple choice
for the temporal constraint matrix is T = T oeplitz(0, 1, −1),
which denotes the Toeplitz matrix with central diagonal given
by ones, and the ﬁrst upper diagonal given by negative ones.
And we choose S based on k-nearest neighbor algorithm
(KNN) and linear regression. For each row i of X, we
ﬁnd K most correlated rows jk = i (k = 1, . . . , K).
We perform linear regression to ﬁnd a set of weights w(k)
such that the linear combination
of rows jk best approxiK
mates row i: X(i, ∗) ≈ k=1 w(k)X(jk , ∗). Assuming that
K
k=1 w(k)X(jk , ∗) approximates X(i, ∗) well, we then set
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